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Even a thousand mile
New Student Directory
The Class of 2007
The College of Wooster 
Student Government Association 
Aaron Applebaum, President 
Shawn Sweeney, Secretary
Dear First Years,
On behalf of Student Government Association, I would like to 
welcome you to your first year at The College of Wooster. In an 
attempt to make the coming weeks an easy transition, the Student 
Government Association has sponsored the publication of the New 
Student Directory.
You will see after paging through this book that it is organized 
by first name. The directory has been organized in this manner 
because you will be introduced to many people by first name. 
When you want to find a person you have met, you can simply find 
their name and picture in the directory to learn a little more about 
them.
I hope that you will use this valuable resource and that it will 
become a keepsake to you as you move through your years at The 
College of Wooster. Also, as an added convenience, the First Year 
Directory is available in an Adobe Acrobat file on the SGA web 
page: www.wooster.edu/sga. Have a wonderful year!
Shawn Sweeney
First Year Directory Editor
Student Government Association Secretary
Cover Art: Sarah O’Leary 
Cover Quote: Lao Tzu
THE 
NEW STUDENT 
DIRECTORY
introduces
the Class of 2007
You responded to the following questions:
O Academic Interests or Intended Major 
©  Personal Interests 
©  Describe yourself in three words
EM
»
Aaron Gertz
Bay Village, OH
O Business
©  Football, guitar, 
swimming, boating, 
outdoors
©  Loyal, athletic, hard 
working
Adam Donelan
Cincinnati, OH
©  Undecided
©  Lacrosse, sports
©  Funny, friendly, 
athletic
Abby Madel
Hudson, OH  
©  Biology
©  Kickboxing, collage 
art, reading
©  Out-going, loyal, 
honest
Adam Artman
Shaker Heights, OH
©  History
©  Baseball,
community service
©  Respectful, fun- 
loving, sharing
Abby Ballou
Sudburg, MA
©  English, Social 
Psychology, Visual 
arts. Undecided
©  Watching sports, 
ceramics, friends, 
pets
Adam Chapman
Englewood, CO
©  Undecided
©  Soccer, lacrosse
0  Dependable, 
trustworthy, kind
Abby Herberger
Elyria, OH
©  Psychology, Pre- 
med
0  Swimming, running
©  Competitive, honest, 
ambitious
Adam Grech
Hamburg, NY
©  English, Political 
Science
©  Football, weight­
training, music
©  Athletic, focused, 
funny
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Adam Ramsey
Brookpark, OH
O Psychology, 
English/Creative 
Writing
©  Video games, music
0  Witty, persevering, 
curious
Alessandro Morsani
Litchfield, CT
©  Physics, Chemistry
©  Theatre tech, 
jewelry making, 
sailing
Adrienne Centinaro
Pittsburgh, PA
©  Sociology, 
advertising
©  Reading, music, 
writing
0  Creative, witty, 
compassionate
Alex Masters
Marion, OH
©  Pre-med, Biology
©  Guitar, music, 
baseball, football
©  Out-going,
energetic, friendly
Adrienne Smith
Concord, OH
©  Communications
©  Swimming, dance
©  Out-going, athletic, 
fun
Alex Solomon
Salem, OR 
O  English
Aileen Cameron
Chagrin Falls, OH
©  Undecided
©  Art, food, music, 
sports
0 Energetic, 
understanding, 
honest
Alex Kwako
Santa Barbara, CA 
©  Music
©  Jazz, classical music 
©  Judge for yourself
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Alex Swolsky
Toledo, OH
O Psychology
©  Field Hockey
©  Generous, 
considerate, 
versatile
Alicia Talbot
Ann Arbor, Ml
©  Science, Music, 
Romance Languages
©  Water polo, 
swimming, dance, 
ice skating, rock 
climbing
©  Giving, caring, 
interested
Alexandra Thorns
Wellesley, MA
©  Psychology, Math, 
Sociology
©  Track, singing, 
piano, sketching, 
rock climbing
©  Confident, 
responsible, 
considerate
Allison Reddick
Jenera, OH
©  Archaeology
©  Music, soccer, 
running, reading,
©  Adventurous, 
confidant, 
imaginative
Alexandria Cottrell
Lake Bluff, IL
©  English, French
©  Technical theatre. 
Marching Band
©  Compassionate, 
dedicated, 
trustworthy
Allison Bressi
Hudson, OH
o  Political Science, 
Theatre
©  Music, theatre, art
Alicia Cattaneo
Mansfield, OH
©  Pre-veterinarian
©  Cross-country, track, 
equestrian riding
©  Focused, motivated, 
fun
Allison Greenwald
Dayton, OH
©  Comparative 
Literature, English
©  Music, writing, 
reading, religion
©  Cheerful, caring, 
thoughtful
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Allyson Ford
Akron, OH
O Music Therapy
O  Singing
©  Out-going, gun- 
loving, caring
Amelia Brichford
Princeton, WV
O Undecided
©  Music, soccer
©  Outgoing, unique, 
musical
Amanda Popiel
Columbia Station, OH
©  Psychology
©  Music, painting
©  Creative, 
spontaneous, 
optimistic
Amy Wadsworth
Shaker Heights, OH
O History
©  Music, Frisbee, 
volleyball, reading, 
nature, religion
©  Friendly, thoughtful, 
smiling
Amanda Reddick
Jenera, OH
©  Classical Studies
©  Reading, writing, 
music
©  Adventurous, 
creative, “Elvish”
Ana Clara Azevedo
Goiana, Brazil
©  Biochemistry, 
History
©  Art, community 
service, dance
©  Creative, sensitive, 
easy-going
Amanda Kaschalk
Berea, OH
©  Biology, Chemistry
©  Swimming, 
shopping, movies
o  Nice, hard-working, 
creative
Andrea Freshwater
Arlington, OH
©  Biology, Pre-vet
©  Draft horses,
reading, astronomy, 
movies, art, theatre
©  Quiet, klutzy
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Andrew Sage
Chardon, OH
O History, Math, 
Undecided
©  Sports
o  Quiet, hard working, 
proud
Andrew Beadette
Rockville, MA
©  Physics, 
Psychology, 
Computer Science
©  Computers, tennis
©  Smart, quiet, fun
Andrew Stebbins
Worthington, OH 
©  History 
©  Baseball
Andrew Regan
Larchmont, NY
O Chemistry
©  Tennis, swimming
©  Athletic, relaxed, 
friendly
Andrew Womack
Louisville, KY  
©  Archeology 
©  Music, acting, tennis 
©  Easy-going, friendly
Andrew Thomson
St. Albauns /  St. Paul,
U K / M N
©  Spanish, Cultural 
Studies, 
International 
Relations
0  Languages, travel, 
music
©  Fun, international, 
foodlover
Andrew Van Horn
Loudonville, OH
©  Business
©  Basketball, golf
©  Unpretentious, 
determined, easy­
going
Andrew Russo
Canton, OH
O  Math, Chemistry, 
Sciences
0  Video games, 
baseball
©  Humble, humerous, 
inquisitive
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Andy Mizak
Warren, MI
O Undecided
©  Sports
©  Young, quiet, 
confident
Anne Winkelman
Shaker Heights, OH 
©  Philosophy 
©  Music 
©  Happy, loyal
Anlyn Addis
Ann Arbor, MI
©  Education, 
Psychology
©  Field Hockey, 
lacrosse, dance
©  Tenderhearted, 
enthusiastic, 
vivacious
Anne Leigh
Englewood, CO 
©  English
©  Cello, field hockey
©  Out-going, 
determined, 
resourceful
Ann Steward
Littleton, MA 
©  Biology 
©  Lacrosse
Anton Tkachenko
San Diego, CA
©  Political Science, 
Psychology, History, 
Russian, English, 
International 
Relations, 
Neuroscience
0  Art, snowboarding, 
music
©  Determined, funny, 
genuine
Anna Kharlamova
Werford, PA
©  Biology
G  Blading, music, 
cooking
©  Nutty, talkative, 
compassionate
Anton Allen III
Knoxville, TN
©  Undecided
0  Music, bowling, 
computers
©  Kind, shy, funny
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Arianne Beros
Senecaville, OH
O English,
Psychology, Law
©  Reading, art, music, 
running
©  Ambitious, artistic, 
energetic
Audrey Speicher
Movarre, OH
©  Psychology, 
Business, Therapy
©  Sports, music, 
dancing, swimming
Ashley Nard
Canfield, OH
©  English
©  Tennis, music, 
concerts
©  Friendly, funny, 
energetic
Ayanda Mutere
Hiram, OH
©  Foreign Languages, 
European Literature, 
International 
Relations, Fine Arts,
©  Piano lessons, studio 
art, softball
©  Diverse, intelligent, 
witty
Ashley Zervos
Wheeling, WV 
© M ath
©  Cross Country, track
Ben Schwan
Medina, OH
o  History, engineering
©  Rugby, the Browns, 
Jazz
©  Huge Browns fan
Ashley Roberts
Ashland, OH
©  Music education
©  Music
©  Silly, sincere, 
stubborn 
(sometimes)
Beth Greive
Amherst, OH
©  Education
©  Art, swimming, 
lifegaurd
©  Fun, caring, 
extrovert
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Bill Meininger
East Sparta, OH
O Music Education, 
Music Composition
©  Music, landscaping, 
animals
©  Honest, creative, 
hardworking
Bonnie Monroe
Wooster, OH
©  Undecided
©  Violin, marine 
biology, reading, 
traveling, SCUBA 
diving
©  Out-going, 
easygoing
Billy Behnke
Delaware, OH
©  Business, 
Economics
©  Music, volleyball, 
broadcast 
communications, 
back-packing
©  Loyal, honest, 
enthusiastic
Brad Ingraham
Middleton, OH
©  Pre-law, Political 
Science, Economics
©  Outdoors, sports, 
cycling, Frisbee, 
movies,
©  Loyal, Christian, 
over-thinker
Bo Sutton
Erie, PA
©  Philosophy, Political 
Science
©  Politics, kittens, 
music, debating
©  Focussed, witty, fun
Brad Ktiuen
Winchester, MA
©  Education, creative 
writing
0  Soccer, basketball, 
lacrosse
©  Original, active, 
open
Bobby Reiff
Bay Village, OH
©  Communications, 
Education
©  Football, music
©  Intelligent, athletic, 
reserved
Brandi Killinger
Medina, OH
©  Something with 
Children
©  Dance, singing, 
cheerleading
©  Fun, fun, fun
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Brandi Baughman
Zanesville, OH
O Pre-veterinary 
Medicine
o  Horseback riding, 
singing, science
©  Curious, outgoing, 
friendly
Brendan Murphy
Westford, MA 
O  History, Education 
©  Lacrosse, music
Brandon French
Columbia Station, OH
©  Business, Education
©  Football, working 
out, friends
©  Funny, easy-going, 
sarcastic
Brian Roessner
Gibsonburg, OH
©  Biology
©  Football, 
weightlifting, 
reading
Brandon Boesiger
Cuyahoga Falls, OH
©  Biochemistry, 
Philosophy
©  Baseball, music, 
outdoors, sports
©  Intelligent, 
optimistic, 
philanthropist
Brian Mumaw
Boardman, OH
©  Physics
©  Golf, rock music, 
camping, Cleveland 
Indians
.¥Brandon DuGart
Cleveland Heights, OH 
©  Undecided
©  Movies, camping, 
swimming, 
technology
©  Thoughtful, 
compassionate, 
entertaining
Brian Ebitts
Mission Hills, KS
O  Undecided
©  Tennis, ultimate 
Frisbee
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Brian Ondrusek
Beaver, PA
O Chemistry, Physical 
Sciences
©  Reading, sports, 
video games, anime
©  Thoughtful, fun, 
hard working
Broede Young
Bloomville, OH
©  History, Classical 
Studies
©  Band (percussion), 
writing, hockey
©  Creative, funny, 
sarcastic
Brittany Lustic
Cleveland Heights, OH
©  Early Childhood 
Education, 
Communication 
Sciences
©  Volleyball, 
swimming, flute, 
community service
©  Loyal, friendly, 
studious
Bryan Story
Fairview Park, OH
©  English, Religious 
Studies
©  Soccer, my church, 
reading and writing
©  Caring, devoted, 
straightforward
Brittany Holladay
Aurora, CO
©  Chemistry, English
©  Lacrosse, swimming
0  Hardworking, 
athletic, self- 
motivated
Bryarniarabrandt
Beach City, OH
©  Pre-Health, Biology
©  Singing, music, 
friends, 
snowboarding
©  Friendly, outgoing, 
funny
Britton Eichenauer
Toledo, OH
©  English, French, 
History
©  Pandas, Jane 
Austen, reading, 
writing, singing, 
scrap-booking
©  Responsible, nice, 
sensitive
Byron Barlow
Wooster, OH
o  Undecided
©  Watersports, 
outdoors, golf, 
singing
©  Fun loving guy
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Caitlin Galloway
Wellsboro, PA
O History, Education
©  Chorus, band, 
handbells, theatre
©  Musical, friendly, 
open-minded
Candace Morgan
Cleveland, OH
©  Education, 
Architecture
©  Music, reading, 
sports, photography
©  Friendly, down to 
earth, funny
Caitlin Gillette
Tenafly, N J
©  Communications
©  Dance, music
©  Friendly,
responsible, open- 
minded
Carly Kammer
Shreve, OH
©  Sociology
©  Running, theatre
©  Friendly, active, 
dependable
Caitlin Oliver-Olsen
Middletown, CT 
©  English 
©  Music
©  Creative, passionate
Carson Carey
Fredonia, NY
O  English
©  Baseball, hockey
©  Reliable, 
magnanimous, 
strange
Caleb Williams
Beaver, PA
©  Sports Medicine
©  Weightlifting, 
football
Cassandra Satazahn
Lakewood, CO
©  Sociology
©  Marching/
Symphonic Band
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Catherine Grandgeorge
Berea, KY
O Music History
©  Music, Contra 
Dancing, traveling, 
volunteering
©  Open-minded, 
compassionate, 
friendly
Chelsea Happ
Great Barrington, Mass
©  Undecided
©  Soccer
©  Out-going, wild, 
passionate
dance, music.
Chelsea Conover
Gahanna, OH
©  Environmental 
Science
©  Music, sports, 
Christianity
©  Tree-hugging 
vegetarian
Catherine Schlichting
New Providence, NJ
©  Biology, Psychology
©  Music, animals
©  Funny, kind-hearted, 
shy
Cherie Owens
Canton, OH
©  Chemistry, 
Psychology
©  Drama, vocal music
©  Personable,
intelligent, persistent
Chelsea Wirth
Kailua, HA
©  Psychology
©  Music
©  Sarcastic, shy, 
caring
Chip Neilson
Dayton, OH
o  Business Economics
©  Sports
©  Fun, intelligent, 
unpredictable
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Chris Moberger
Dublin, OH
O Economics
0 Sports, music, 
computers
®  Caring, anxious
Chris Muller
Cincinnati, OH
O  Computer Science, 
Music
0  Music, drama, 
computer 
programming
©  Deliberate, creative, 
gregarious
Chris Vaccaro
Plano, TX
O  Business, Education
0  Lacrosse, friends, 
family
0  Willing to learn
Christina Jurasek
Yellow Springs, IL
©  Psychology, 
German, English
0  Dance, soccer, 
running, poetry, 
music, reading, 
writing
©  Genuine, open- 
minded, poetic
Chris Craig
Johnstown, OH
0 Communication, 
Education
Christina Rokakis
Rocky River, OH
O  History, Political 
Science
Chris Redding
Sat a Fe, NM
O  Biology, Religious 
Studies
0  Music, basketball, 
community service
0  Reserved, hard 
working, kind
Christopher Joo
Toledo, OH
0  Computer Science, 
Business
©  Basketball, hip-hop
o  Athletic, affable, 
relaxed
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Christopher
Weathersby
Chicago, IL 
O Business economics 
0 Music
©  Caring, persistent, 
motivated
Clark Sheffield
Gambier, OH
O  Black Studies, 
History
0 Basketball, hip-hop 
music
0 Unpredictable, 
honest, analytical
Christy Lafferty
Lyndhurst, OH
O  Political Science, 
Biology, Sociology, 
Urban Studies
0 Dancing, music, 
photography, 
collecting quotes
o  Passionate, driven, 
open-minded
Clay Miller
Mission Hills, KS
0 Science
O  Baseball
©  Determined, kind, 
friendly
Cindy Serrani
Olmstead Falls, OH
O  Psychology
©  Sports
©  Gregarious, 
optimistic, funny
Colin Nusbaum
Perrysburg, OH
®  Political Science
O  Friends, music, 
sports
®  Independent, 
humble, easygoing
Claire Burke
St. Croix, US Virgin 
Islands
O Foreign Relations
O  Reading, writing
©  Out-going, 
empathetic, 
humerous
Colin Naples
Hanover, NH
O  Biology
0  Percussion, crew
©  Funny, thoughtful, 
opinionated
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Crystal Riley
Canton, OH
O Psychology, 
International 
Relations
o  Music, student 
government
0 Out-going, happy, 
active
Dan Fleszar
Ann Arbor, MI
O Philosophy
©  Tennis
©  Funny, atheltic, 
intelligent
Dan Griffin
Waldo, OH
©  International
Relations, Business 
Economics
©  Music, tennis, ice 
hockey, politics
©  Friendly, motivated, 
creative
Daniel Baecher
Amerherst, MA
©  Sciences
©  Ultimate Frisbee, 
running, triathalons
©  Forgetful, cheerful, 
energetic
Colin Fink
University Park, MD
©  Psychology
©  Music, theatre, 
lacrosse
©  Nicest guy ever
Collin Cousineau
Akron, OH 
O History 
©  Ready to party
Cordelia Dennison- 
Budak
Hubbard, OH
©  Geology
©  Music, volleyball
©  Outgoing, engaging, 
insightful
Courtney Colapietro
Medina, OH
©  Elementary 
Education
©  Photography
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Daniel Piotrowski
Parma, OH
O History
0 Sports, music, 
reading, games
0 Fun, outgoing, 
friendly
Danny Tremblay
Mt. Lebanon, PA
O  Math, science
0 Music, computers, 
sports
o  Considerate, funny, 
open-minded
Daniel Lentz
Wooster, OH
0 Theatre, Art
o  Guitar, singing
0 Passionate, caring, 
helpful
Dave Armstrong
St. Clairsville, OH
O  English, Art
O Student 
publications, 
hackey-sack, 
photography
©  Vocabular eloqution 
insufficient
Danielle Lightle
Copley, OH
O  Psychology, 
Undecided
0 Music, dance
©  Honest, goofy, 
omery
Dave Kosak
Cuyahoga Falls, OH
©  Music, English
0 Music
©  Open-minded, 
creative, insatiable
Danny Shai
Fairlawn, OH
O  Chemistry, Physics
0 Running, music, 
computers, guitar
0 Easy-going, 
determined, kind
David Miller
Uniontown, OH
O  Education
©  Football
0 Funny, easy-going, 
dependable
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David Mickelson
Waltham, MA
O Undecided, Marine 
Biology
©  Music, sports
©  Intelligent, nice, 
competitive
Drew Spears
Canton, OH
©  Biology
©  Football
©  Funny, friendly, 
redhead
Daya Turner
Murrysville, PA
©  Undecided
©  Softball
©  Shy, original, 
simpathetic
Drew Pelger
Canton, OH
©  Business
©  Tennis, golf
©  Funny, conservative, 
athletic
Derek Schook
Marshall, MI
©  Environmental 
Sciences
©  Soccer, tennis, 
biking, the outdoors
Ed Glick
Wooster, OH
©  History
©  Football
©  Fun, hard-working, 
lazy
Doug Novotny
Avon Lake, OH
©  Sports Medicine
©  Football,
weightlifting, video 
games
©  Trustworthy, funny, 
dedicated
Ed Irvin
Buffalo, NY
©  Undecided
©  Writing music
©  Creative, fun-loving, 
friendly
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Eddie Schmitt
Medina, OH 
O Biology 
©  Sports
©  Pretty dam happy
Elizabeth French
Pittsburgh, PA
©  Biology
0  Band, track
0  Fast, intelectual, 
musician
Elizabeth Sorice
Burbank, IL
©  Psychology, Spanish
©  Running, reading, 
ceramics, painting
©  Humorous,
impulsive, laid-back
Elizabeth Habat
Shaker Heights, OH
©  Undecided
©  Sports, movies,
©  Creative, open- 
minded, short
Elizabeth Wojtowicz
Temperance, MI
O Biology, Education
©  Basketball,
volleyball, softball, 
music, running, 
reading
o  Energetic, open- 
minded, 
competative,
Elizabeth Neely
Rockville, MD
O  Classical Studies
©  Rock climbing, 
theatre
Elizabeth Wright
Akron, OH
©  Music therapy
o  Music, softball
©  Caring, sweet, 
honest
rElizabeth Benett
Mason, MI
O  Music Education, 
Political Science, 
International 
Relations, French 
©  Band, choir, politics, 
running 
© S h y , passionate, 
multidimensional
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Elizabeth Hook
Peters Township, PA 
O Political Science 
© A r t
©  Caring, resourceful, 
artistic
Emily Cunningham
Frederricktovm, OH
©  Geology, Biology
©  Tennis, swimming, 
horses
©  Intelligent, 
dedicated, 
compassionate
Elizabeth Miller
Washington, PA
©  English, History
©  Writing, music, self- 
defense, activism, 
vegetarianism, 
super-heroes
©  Antithesis o f Barbie
Emily Griffin
Wooster, OH
©  Forensic Science, 
Chemistry
©  Violin, sports, guitar
©  Outgoing, observant, 
love laughter
Elliot Hujarski
Avon Lake, OH
©  Business,
Communications
©  Baseball, music, 
friends
©  Easy-going, reliable, 
considerate
Emily Irvine
Bexley, OH
©  French
©  Soccer, running, 
reading, cooking
©  Spiritual, reliable, 
happy
Emily Blackie
Bay Village, OH
©  English, Pre-med, 
Music (cello)
©  The Beatles, 60’s 
music, classical 
music, soccer, 
campus ministries
©  Ready for college
Emily Brock
Cincinnati, OH
©  Undecided
0  Volleyball, biking, 
sled riding, snow tag 
football
©  Funy, outgoing, 
friendly
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Emily Rackley
Beaver, PA
O Sports Medicine
0 Tennis, running, 
piano
0 Motivated, 
organized, athletic
Emmanuel Sterling
Vacherie, CA
O  Business 
Administration
®  Tennis, telephone, 
social activities
0 Out-going, friendly, 
talkative
Emily McJunkin
Pittsburgh, PA
O  Undecided
o  Field hockey, 
lacrosse
Eric Roscoe
Blairstown, NJ
0 Political Science
®  Crossy country, 
fishing
0 Driven, respected, 
confident
Emily Frost
Pittsburgh, PA
O  Biology
0 Guitar, sports
0 Funny, easy-going, 
happy
Erik Shoemaker
Kansas City, MO
0 History, government
0  Lacrosse
0  Personalble, athletic, 
responsible
Emily Daubert
Waynesburg, OH
O  Pre-law, Music, 
Business
0  Music
©  Shy, sweet, smart
Erin Cook
South Bend, IN
0 Music Education, 
Religious Studies, 
French
O  Music, Christian 
Ministries, Atlanta 
Braves
©  Verically-challenged, 
friendly, dedicated
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Erin Toohey
Massillon, OH  
O Education, history 
®  Theatre, music 
e  Kid at heart
Eva Bernard
Utica, OH
0  Environmental 
Sciences
®  Band, choir, 
volunteering
0  Quirky, energetic, 
musical
Erin Schafffner
Canton, OH
O  Biology
©  Sports, scrap 
booking, travel
0  Honest, easy-going, 
fun loving
Eva Lyon
Gallipolis, OH
0  Politcal Science
0  Sports, television, 
movies, reading
0  Thoughtful, precise, 
responsible
Erin Plant
Wooster, OH
O  Business Economics
0  Theatre, sports
0  Spontaneous, caring, 
generous
Evan Watson
Crawfordsville, IN
®  Biology, Music
0  Music, football
0  Fun, spontaneous, 
outgoing
Erin McMurray
Bucyrus, OH 
O  Biology, Music 
o  Piano, cheerleading, 
horse back riding, 
water and snow 
sking
0  Outgoing, musical, 
fun
Gillian Trownson
Akron, OH
O English
o  Music, movies, 
books
©  Quirky,
compassionate
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Grant Simmons
Edinboro, PA
O History, Business
0  Basketball, golf, 
music, church
©  Caring, respectful.
fun
Heather Anderson
Navarre, OH
O  Pre-medicine
©  Music, movies, 
clothes
©  Friendly, but shy
Hailey Wierzbicki
Upper Saddle River, N J
©  Journalism
0  Lacrosse
0  Easy-going, fun 
loving, creative
Heather Summers
Parma, OH
©  Theatre, English
©  Reading, writing, 
singing, listening to 
music, acting
©  Passionate, creative, 
unique
Hannah Leahy
Needham, MA
©  Biochemistry and 
Molecular Biology
©  Pottery, basketball, 
trombone, 
community service
©  Vivacious, loyal, 
persistent
Ian Evans
Arapahoe County, CO
©  Veterinary Medicine
©  Playing Lacrosse, 
enjoying life, having 
a good time
©  Words aren’t 
enough
Heather Yomboro
Wooster, OH
©  Undecided
©  Theatre, travel, 
llama farming
©  Friendly, 
adventurous, 
independent
Ian Ahem
Rocky River, OH
©  Undecided
©  Sports, movies
©  Happy, determined, 
funny
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J.R. Ward
Washington, PA
O Economics
©  Football, warm 
hugs, long walks on 
the beach
©  Procrastinator, heart, 
simple
Jason Carr
Granville, OH
©  Computer Science
©  Fencing, computers, 
archery, kickboxing
©  Nice, Smart, 
Athletic
James Owens
Littleton, CO 
©  Philosophy 
0  Back-packing
Jason Lenzi
Hubbard, OH
O Business
©  Basketball
©  Friendly, charming, 
easy-going
James Rohal
Broadview Heights, OH
©  Psychology, Pre- 
med
©  Sports, computers, 
music
©  Intelligent, 
humorous, loyal
Jason Reed
Shaker Heights, OH 
©  Computer Science 
©  Computers, sports 
©  Silent, intelligent
James Waddell
Lexington, KY
©  International Studies
©  Sports, guitar, 
fishing, music
Joy Bronson
Cincinnati, OH
©  English, creative 
writing, journalism
©  Writing, reading, 
music, opinions
©  Thoughtful,
opinionated, pensive
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Jay Lampe
Deer Park, OH
O Business Economics
0  Rock music,
football, basketball
0 Enthusiastic, 
humble, collected
Jennifer Woloschyn
Wooster, OH
O  English, History, 
undecided
O  Tennis, piano, 
rading, clarinet, 
music
0 Honest, sensitive, 
friendly
Jeff Swanson
Ann Arbor, MI
O Education
©  Jam band music, 
video games, tennis, 
frisbee, basketball
©  Fun, relaxed, 
motivated
Jennifer Culver
Akron, OH
©  Communications, 
Psychology
©  Poetry, music
©  Intelligent, 
independent, 
dependable
Jeffery Chester
Mishawaka, IN
©  Science, Physical 
Therapy
©  Football, rugby
©  Out-going, hard 
working, happy
Jenny Lockerby
Pitman, NJ
©  Art History
©  Art, music, politics, 
history, travel, 
movies, Quakerism, 
poetry, volunteering
©  Friendly, artistic, 
genuine
Jeffrey Winkler
Chesterland, OH
©  Biology, Computers
©  Football, baseball
©  Outgoing, friendly, 
caring
Jenny Metzger
LaGrange, OH
©  Business
Communications, 
Performing Arts
©  Music, reading, 
writing, laughing, 
movies, theatre
©  Running out o f...
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Jess Tarbox
Leicester, NY
O Art, Psychology
0 Art, horses, dogs, 
music, poetry
®  Artisitic, Woo- 
crazy, poetic
Jessica Cooperrider
Wakeman, OH
0  Science, Music, 
Math
0  Piano, art, choir
©  Friendly,
procrastinator, choir
Jesse Mason
Newark, OH 
©  Computer Science 
0 Computers 
©  Very laid back
Jessica Hill
Allen Park, MI
O  English, Religion, 
Psychology
0  Movies, reading, 
soccer, swimming, 
dessert tasting,
0  Fun-loving, 
thoughtful, 
compassionate
Jessica llko
Cleveland, OH
O  Music Education, 
English
0  Writing, reading, 
music
0  Lively, impatient, 
optimistic
Joanna Tysko
Athens, OH
O  Biology, Education
o  Tennis, music, 
swimming
©  Tall, intelligent, 
organized
Jessica Hark
Brook Park, OH
O  Archaeology, 
History
0  Music, bowling, 
golf, reading, TV, 
penguins
®  Friendly, funny, 
straightforward
Joanna McKeon
Plano, TX
0 Studio Art
®  Music, art history, 
travel
0  Creative, friendly, 
compassionate
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Joe Sevier
New Philadelphia, OH 
O Pre-med
©  Sports, music, wake­
boarding
©  Fun, athletic, easy­
going
John Steinman
Fort Mitchell, KY
©  Political Science
©  Lacrosse, jeeps, 
skiing, SCUBA
0  Laidback, 
outdoorsman, 
mechanical
Brett McNab
St. Clairsville, OH
O Pre-dentistry
©  Soccer, tennis, golf
©  Honest, witty, 
energetic
Jonathan Swann
Houston, TX
©  Music, Psychology, 
Black Studies
©  Music, biking, 
climbing
©  Only three words?
Jonathan Courtney
Cumberland, MD
O  Music, theatre, 
economics
©  Ultimate Frisbee, 
soccer, singing, 
acting
©  Out-going, friendly, 
relaxed
Jonathan Hartschuh
Akron, OH
O Business Economics
0  Community service, 
computers, music
®  Dedicated,
meticulous, funny
Cam McBrearty
Alexandria, VA
O  Sciences, music, 
math
©  Music, swimming
©  Reserved, caring, 
athletics
Jonathan Steitzer
Topsham, MN
©  Math, Science, 
Undecided
©  Biking, sailing, 
reading
©  Short, intelligent 
potato
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Jonathan Rosch
Broadview Heights, OH
O Physics, Math
©  Video Games, 
movies, loud music, 
computers
©  Funny, energetic, 
smart
Jossi Hrusovsky
Cortland, OH
©  Arhaeology, Foreign 
Languages
©  Music, running, 
writing
©  Blunt, persistant, 
sarcastic
Judith Holden
Camp Hill, PA
©  Classical Studies, 
Education
©  Swimming, reading, 
mission work
©  Compassionate, 
enthusiastic, 
thoughtful
Josh Goody
Grove City, OH
©  Sociology
©  Sports
©  Fun, energetic, 
funny
Julia Keosaian
Belmont, MA
©  Sciences, Spanish
©  Community service
©  Positive, friendly, 
personable
Joshua Graber
Longmount, CO
©  Math, Science, 
English, Languages
©  Sports, reading, 
drawing, shoes, 
hiking
o  Serious, silly, 
sincere
Julia Horst
Smithville, OH
©  Biology, Education
©  Sports, horses, 
music, outdoors
©  Fun, active, easy­
going
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Julianna Barringer
McLean, VA
O Psychology,
Philosophy, Music, 
Studio Art
©  Music, dance, art, 
film
©  Creative, complex, 
shibby
Justin Schafer
Bethesda, OH
©  Business
©  Sport, computers, 
working out
©  Out-going, friendly, 
honest
Julie Todd
Indianapolis, IN
©  Education, Law
©  Music, soccer, rugby
©  Friendly, efficient, 
trustworthy
Julie Hugnagel
Pittsburgh, PA 
©  Undecided
Julie Meredith
Overland Park, KS 
©  Undecided 
©  Sports
©  Goofy, positive, 
joyful
Justin Bradley
Mitford, OH
©  Undecided
O  Basketball
©  Ambitious, 
courageous
Kalyn Kappelman
Gibsonia, PA
©  Environmental 
Science
©  Photography, tennis, 
piano, music
©  Musical, friendly, 
inquisitive
Kara Gongaware
Ligonier, PA
©  Asian Studies, 
German, Chinese
©  Animal, horses, 
music, sports, 
reading
©  Honest, Ambitious, 
Outgoing
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Kara Olson
Ft. Thomas, K Y
O Psychology, English
©  Singing, acting, 
ffisbee sports
©  I love life
Katherine Patton
Columbus, OH
©  Psychology
©  Vocal music, 
trumpet
©  Out-going, friendly, 
funny
Kari Schram
Wilmette, IL
©  Political Science, 
Speech Language 
Pathology
©  Dance, music, 
swimming, friends, 
politics
©  Sensitive, 
engergetic, 
determined
Katherine Lamoureau
Bowdoinham, MN
©  English, French, 
Pre-law,
©  Music, writing, 
hockey
©  Athletic, motivated, 
friendly
Karin Ibele
Madison, Wl
©  Undecided
©  Travel, outdoors, 
music
Kathleen Day
Independence, OH
©  Communication 
Disorders & 
Sciences, Spanish
©  Marhing Band, 
Religious Activities, 
Computers
©  Spirited, Friendly, 
Compassionate
Katarina Nelson- 
Croner
Albany, CA 
©  Theatre
o  Literature, singing, 
movies
©  Droll, observant, 
patient
Kathleen Dieck
Troy, MI
©  Music Therapy, 
English
©  Viola, lacrosse, 
working-out, 
reading, cross 
country
©  Quirky, sensitive, 
forgetful
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Kathryn Lehner
Evanston, IL
O Studio Art
©  Swimming, 
photography, 
jewelry, music
©  Athletic, artistic, 
easygoing
Katie Lawrence
Grand Rapids, MI
©  English, Religious 
Studies
©  Reading, music, 
tennis, travel, 
writing
©  Loyal, friendly, deep
Kathryn Baron
River Forest, IL
©  Undecided
©  Sports, art, music
©  Creative, athletic, 
determined
Katie Lytch
Louisville, KY
Kathryn Brandt
Glencoe, IL
©  Education, French, 
Psychology
©  Chorus, social 
service, crew, 
photography
©  Caring, funny, 
peppy
Katie Wieferich
Marietta, OH
©  Science, math
©  Running, sports, 
youth group, “E.R”
©  Adventurous,
competitive, friendly
Katie Herman
Avon, CT
O  English
©  Music, art, 
computers, 
cartooning, writing
©  Curious, friendly, 
creative
Katlyn Burton
Shelby Township, MI
©  Biology
©  Music, sports
©  Friendly, 
trustworthy, 
energetic
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Kaylin Siegner
Mount Airy, MD
O Geology, physics, 
voice
©  Music Science, 
computers, web 
comics, journalism, 
acting
©  Interesting, 
intelligent, 
inquisitive
Kelly Goss
Allison Park, PA
©  Undecided
©  Soccer, music, 
diving
Keith Adams
Suffield, OH
©  Business 
Economics, 
International 
Relations
©  History, poetry, 
football, baseball, 
basketball
©  Dedicated, hard 
working, intelligent
Kelly Graham
Chambersburg, PA
©  English
©  Writing, reading, 
outdoors, music
©  Friendly, sensitive, 
fun
Kellee Roston
Hyattsville, MD
©  Theatre, Business 
Economics
©  Dancing, music
©  Loyal, easy-going, 
hardworking
Kendra Hull
Austin, TX
©  English Literature, 
Spanish, Education
©  Lacrosse, music, art, 
magic realism
©  Relaxed, fun,
somewhat intelligent
Kelly Carroll
Kalamazoo, M I
©  Communications, 
Spanish
©  Cheerleading, dance
©  Outgoing, 
adventurous, 
passionate
Kenneth Thomas
Chatham, NJ
©  Psychology, 
Astronomy
©  Computer games, 
randomosity
©  Intelligent,
interesting, modest
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Kersten McDowell
Ligonier, PA
O Undecided
©  Sports, music, 
shopping, anything 
that makes me 
happy
©  Talkative, always 
smiling
Kimberly Klatka
Brunswick Hills, OH
©  Cultural 
Anthropology
©  Choir, orchestra, 
theatre
©  Unique, daring, 
down to Earth
Kieran Welsh-Phillips
Chicago, IL
©  Theatre, Religious 
Studies, Music
©  Music, running
©  Fun, accepting, 
learning
Kimu Rankin
Connelsville, PA
©  Science, medicine, 
philosophy
0  Tennis, singing, 
writing, dance
0  Quiet, curious, 
hopeful
Kimberly Moyer
London, OH
©  English, Theatre
©  Music, rpg’s, stories, 
art
©  Likes to smirk
Kristen Cooperkline
Columbus, OH
©  History, undecided
©  Reading, sewing,
©  Understanding, 
funny, stubborn
Kimberly Noll
Louisville, OH
©  Archaeology
©  Reading, singing, 
friends
©  Dependable,
ambitious, friendly
Kristin Stroble
Stow, OH
©  Music Education
©  Music, drama, 
reading
©  Driven Christian 
woman
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Kristin Armbnist
Lower Burell, PA
O Biology
©  Music, twirling, 
dance, community 
service
©  Focused, friendly, 
fun
Laska Blodgett
Gencoe, IL
©  Communications, 
Writing
©  Basketball, tutoring 
children, crew
©  Fun, furious, fast
Kristin Triebel
Rougemont, NC  
O History 
©  Volleyball, dance 
©  Silly, kind, athletic
Lauren McDivitt
Tuscon, AZ
O  Undecided
©  Violin, orchestra, 
swimming
©  Easy-going,
friendly, persistent
Kristin Gardener
Sylvania, OH  
©  Biology, Psychology 
©  Soccer, music
Lauren Schreur
East Grand Rapids, MI
©  English Literature, 
Philosophy
©  Softball, running, 
golf
©  Easy-going, 
energetic, active
Kristin Yorks
Oberlin, OH
©  Creative Writing, 
Theatre
©  Music, art
©  Artistic, mysterious, 
alluring
Leslie Magida
North Potomac, MD 
©  Psychology 
©  Costuming, music 
©  Smart, fiin, sweet
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Leslie Richards
Lyndhurst, OH
O Undecided
©  Swimming, track
©  Friendly, dependent, 
driven
Lisa Henderson
Arlington, VA 
O  Undecided 
©  Music, sports
Lindsay Swingle
New Philadelphia, OH
©  Psychology
©  Anime, manga, 
novels, Internet, 
music
Luke Donahue
Simsburg, CT
©  Political Science
©  Music, badminton, 
basketball
©  Sociable, kind, 
hardworking
Undsay MacDougall
Washington, DC
O English, French
©  Piano, artm food, 
sports, sleeping, 
writing
©  Funny, optimistic, 
creative
Luke Willhelm
Murrysville, PA
©  Psychology, 
Medicine
©  Blues music, guitar
Lindsey Currin
Bloomfield Hills, MI
©  Undecided, 
Education
©  Golf, relaxing
©  Easy-going, kind, 
fun
M. Fiona Stewart
Franklin, OH
©  Biology, Psychology
©  Animals, outdoors, 
art, horseback riding
©  Energetic, driven, 
inquisitive
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Mac Buehler
Cleveland Heights, OH
O Political Science, 
History, Pre-med
©  Basketball, lacrosse, 
piano, golf, bagpipes
©  Goofy, fiin, laid- 
back
Maria Gonzalez
Millersburg, OH 
©  Communications 
©  Sports
Mandy Kirkendall
Van Wert, OH
©  English
©  Writing, reading, 
music
©  Out-going, loud, 
crazy
Marilyn Downing
Reston, VA
©  Psychology, 
Education
o  Music, soccer, 
swimming
©  Energetic, fun, 
persistent
Marcus Viscidi
Wellesley, MA
©  Communications
©  Lacrosse, parties, 
movies
©  Funny, spontaneous
Marisa Vitols
Oakton, VA
©  International 
Relations, Political 
Science
0  Dance, music, 
theatre, intermural 
sports
©  Enthusiastic, 
curious, energetic
Margaret Timmers
Midland, M I
©  Biochemistry, 
physics, psychology
©  Music, volunteering, 
outside activities
©  Out-going, caring, 
active
Marissa Holbert
Richmond, CA
©  Marketing 
O  Basketball, softball, 
DJ
©  Energetic, fun, 
passionate
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Marissa Marangoni
Homerville, OH
O Music Therapy
G  Music, art, reading, 
swimming
©  Sensitive, selective, 
sincere
Marta Best
Montauk, N Y
©  History, Literature, 
English
o  Drama, music
O  Friendly, easy­
going, open
Mark Skinner
Middletown, OH
O  Undecided
G  Football, video 
games, partying
G Enjoyable, funny, 
goofy
Matthew Stelts
Salem, OH
O  Business
Economics, Pre-law
G Baseball, football, 
music
Q  Competitive, 
perfectionist, nice
Mark Bergen
Columbus, OH
O  Psychology, 
Sociology
G Theatre, music, film, 
sports, radio
G Somehow strangely 
charming
Matthew Tootle
Circleville, OH
O  Undecided
G Football, computers, 
movies, music
G Cheerful, caring, 
enthusiastic
Marta Beyer
Westborough, MA
©  Undecided
©  Flute, gymnastics, 
musicals
G Fun, cheerful, 
traveler
Matthew Mellot
Baltimore, MD
©  History, Religion
G Golf, guitars,
Christian Fellowship, 
chorus
©  Christian, silly, 
human
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Matthew Gould
Columbus, OH
O Businesses, 
Accounting
©  Hard rock, video 
games, soccer
©  Humorous, easy­
going, honest
Megan Prichard
Northfield, MN
O  English Literature, 
Women’s Studies
0  Threatre, Ultimate 
Frisbee
©  Idealist, extroverted, 
bibliophile
Meg Peake
Oreland, PA 
©  Undecided 
©  Sports
©  Genuine, humorous, 
trustworthy
Meg Brisker
Cincinnati, OH 
©  Undecided 
©  Music, dance
Megan Stewart
Centerburg, OH
o  Communications 
Studies
©  Music, sports, 
reading
©  Fun-loving, hard­
working, friendly
Megan Smith
Dearborn, AII
o  Education, music
O Music, swimming, 
art
©  Patient, hard­
working, optimistic
Melissa Parker
Annapolis, MD
©  Religious
Philosophy, Spanish, 
Education
©  Voice, theatre, 
hiking, camping, 
ecology
©  Open-minded, 
passionate, goofy
Melissa Simmeiink
Avon Lake, OH
O  Communications, 
Journalism
©  Water sports, tennis, 
writing, community 
service
©  Compassionate, 
motivated, genuine
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Melissa Brenner
Monpelier, OH
O Pre-med, Biology
©  Sports, music, art, 
science
©  Ambitious, strong- 
minded, athletic
Michael McMaster
Littleton, OH
Michael Brewer
Worthington, OH
©  Business, History
©  Lacrosse, hockey, 
golf, music, reading
©  Positive, intense, 
mellow
Michael Vyrostek
Columbia Station, OH
©  Education
©  Sports, video games
©  Conscientious, 
loving, competitive
Michael Quinlan
Toledo, OH 
©  Political Science 
©  Sports, music 
©  Big dumb jock
Michael Barone
Leechburg, PA
©  Biology
©  Baseball, working- 
out, playstation 2
©  Not very tall
Michael Lingsch
North Huntingdon, PA
O  Business 
Economics, 
International 
Relations
©  Music, movies, 
sports
©  Motivated, crazy, 
out-going
Michael Davis
Wadsworth, OH 
©  Chemistry 
0  Sports
©  Athletic, easy-going, 
carefree
Michael Chvatal
Canton, OH
©  Computer Science, 
Philosophy, Music
©  Music, video games, 
BMCS
©  Gamer, funny, 
philosophic
Naa Ayeley Tetteh
Accra, Ghanna
©  Business
Economics, Pre-law
©  Music, reading, 
writing
©  Never a dull 
moment
Miranda Lieckly
Gahanna, OH
©  Education
©  Field Hockey, 
lacrosse, music, 
movies
©  Athletic,
compassionate,
humourous
Natalie Cope
Damascus, OH
©  Chemistry, 
Education
©  Music, sports,
©  Energetic,
dependable, funny
Mollie Cardina
Wooster, OH
©  Archaeology, 
Foreign language
©  Harp, fencing, vocal 
music,
©  In the beginning
Nate Black
Rocky River, OH 
©  Business 
O  Baseball
Molly Selzer
State College, PA
©  Communication 
Sciences and 
Disorders
©  Choir, art, film
©  Klutz, fun, easily 
amused
Nate Johns
Lawrenceville, NJ
©  Undecided
©  Cross country, track, 
sports
©  Athletic, quiet, kind
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Nathan Atterhoit
Loudonville, OH
O Pre-medicine, 
Biology
©  Fishing, hunting, 
football, baseball
©  Determined, strong, 
intelligent
Noah Wright
Denver, CO
©  Psychology, 
Sociology
©  Weight lifting, 
baseball
©  Cool, calm, 
collected
Nathan Malcomb
Marietta, OH
©  Environmental and 
Political Science
0  Democratic politics, 
outdoors
©  Lean, green, dean
Nora Cascadder
Bristol, NH
©  English
©  Reading, drama, 
dance
©  Quiet, bright, 
dramatic
Nathaniel Miller
Long Beach, CA
©  English, History, 
Biology
©  Computers, writing, 
science fiction, 
running, bowling
©  Sarcastic, casual
Patrick Litam
Westlake, OH
©  Chemistry, Pre-med
©  Computers, sports, 
music, dancing
©  Patient, dedicated, 
generous
Nelson Canario
Brooklyn, OH
©  Physics
©  Music, drama,
international “stuff,” 
sports
©  Fun, unique, 
friendly
Peter Tumbas
Mt. Lebanon, PA
©  Pre-med
©  Lacrosse
©  Hardworking 
student
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Peter Nelson
Roseville, MN  
O Education 
©  Hocky, lacrosse 
©  Fun, out-going
Rachel Garzarelli
Pittsburgh, PA 
©  English
©  Drama, film, music,
©  Honest, caring, 
friendly
Philip Vitalbo
Monongahela, PA
©  Undecided
©  Guitar, sports cars, 
football
©  Unique, out-going, 
hyper
Rebecca Beyer
Cleveland, OH
O Physical Therapy, 
Geology
©  Dancing, reading, 
outside activities, 
work, writing
©  Adventurous, 
willing, blunt
Rachel Libben
Perrysville, OH  
©  Dance
©  Theatre, dancing, 
music
©  Fun, friendly, nice
Rebecca Fonner
Medina, OH
©  Archaeology
©  Music, drawing, 
anime cartoons
©  Genuine, loyal, 
humorous
Rachel Grinnan
Beverly Hills, MI
©  Music Production 
(Undecided)
©  Music, art,
community service
©  Outgoing, friendly, 
hardworker
Rebecca Martin
Palisades, NY
©  Undecided
©  Community service, 
yearbook, music
©  Thoughtful, 
accepting, loyal
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Reilly Enos
Charlottesville, VA
O Nutrition, Business
®  Sports
©  Determined, 
Honorable, 
Sensistive
Rhian Stotts
Worthington, OH
O  Classical Studies, 
Archaeology
©  Band, guard
©  Approchable, kind- 
hearted, caring
Rhion Powell
Media, PA
©  English
©  Energetic,
adventurous, curious
Rick Drushal
Nashville, OH
©  Undecided, Math, 
Science
©  Computers, sports, 
video games, music
©  Big, friendly, funny
Robert Dumville
Milwaukee, WI
©  Art,
Communications
©  Art, orchestra, 
theatre, outdoors, 
photography
©  Enthusiastic, 
creative, curious
Robert Hutchinson
Great Falls, VA
©  History, Economics
©  Compters, music. 
Ultimate Frisbee
©  Trustworthy, kind, 
easy-going
Richard Giles
Youngstown, OH
©  Chemistry
©  Computers, video 
games, reading
©  Contemplative, 
critical, 
procrastinator
Roger Gibson III
Ridgefield, CT
©  Sociology,
Philosophy, Theatre 
Studies
©  Acting, poetry, 
running
©  Incoming fall 
semester freshman
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Ross Yoder
Walnut Creek, OH 
©  Undecided 
©  Sports
©  Competitive, caring, 
athletic
Ryan Hand
Lancaster, OH
©  Political Science
©  Football,
backpacking, hiking
©  Sincere, dedicated, 
hard-working
Roy Woodring
Wooster, OH
O Physics
o  Football, music, 
fishing, hunting, 
basketball
©  Loyal, responsible, 
honest
Ryan Barnett
Traverse City, Ml
©  Biology, Pre-med, 
Psychology
O  Lacrosse, girls, cars 
& trucks, outdoors
©  Adventurous, 
daring, crazy
Ryan Trade
Mt. Lebanon, PA
O  Science, Math
©  Lacrosse
©  Adventurous, kind, 
honest
Salim-Tamuz Abboud
Hinkley, OH
©  Economics, History, 
Chemistry
©  Soccer, weightlifting
©  Quiet, dedicated, 
calm
Ryan Ridder
Ormond Beach, FLA 
o  Business Economics 
©  Sports
©  Athletic, friendly, 
kind
Sara Wolfgang
Concord, OH
©  Art, Music, Writing
0  Guitar, piano, 
kickboxing
©  Sentimental, sincere, 
independent
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Sara Taggart
Cincinnati, OH
©  Education, English, 
Math
0  Arts, literature, 
horses,
©  Pensive, eclectic, 
emotional
Sarah Uyod
Mount Vernon, WA
O  Anthropology, 
Theatre
®  Photography, acting, 
cross-country, 
hiking
Focused,
persevering, moral
Sara Marschall
New London, OH
O  Psychology, 
Education
©  Music, volleyball, 
basketball, poetry, 
movies
o  Sociable, aspiring, 
confident
Sarah Suddendorf
Port Washington, WI
©  Music Education
©  Music, Wal-mart, 
laughing
©  Spunky, unique, fun
Sarah Schostarez
Portage, M I
©  Sciences
©  Soccer,
snowboarding,
anime
Sarah Mayo
Boardman, OH
©  Undecided
©  Outdoors, animals, 
art, music
©  Friendly, 
enthusiastic, 
optimistic
?A
Sarah Walsh
Hubbard, OH
O Psychology, Foreign 
Language
©  Reading, classical 
music, writing, 
Harry Potter
©  Sound, goal-
oriented, meticulous
Sarah Kenney
Ellicott City, MD
©  Communications, 
Theatre
©  Music, reading, 
swimming
©  Quirky, good- 
humored, minty
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Severin Pouly
Orrville, OH
O Biochemistry
0  Computers, soccer
©  Confident,
determined, hard­
working
Stella Mascari
Upper Arlington, OH 
O  Undecided 
0 Music, violin, viola 
©  Nice, shy, happy
Shaun Swearingen
Hilliard, OH
O  Pre-med, Undecided
0 Sports, music
0 Athletic, intelligent, 
kind
Stephanie Salisbury
Holmesville, OH
O English, Math
0 Interior design
©  Fiery, intelligent, 
blonde
Sibyl Williams
Coshocton, OH
O  Communication 
Sciences
0 Music, singing, 
foreign language
©  Spiritual, friendly, 
strong-minded
Stephanie Casey
Wooster, OH
©  Chemistry
©  Softball, golf, 
bowling
©  Independent, 
motivated, honest
Spenser Thompson
Chicago, IL
©  Psychology
O  Baseball, music, 
hackey-sack
O  Laid-back, tall, 
friendly
Stephanie Lloyd
University Heights, OH
©  Calculus, Chemical 
Analysis, History
0 Soccer, lacrosse, 
photography, track
©  Fun-loving,
vivacious, assiduous
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Stephanie Zifchak
Girard, OH
O Elementary 
Education, 
Psychology, English
©  Softball, music
©  Genuine, out-going, 
fun
Steve Young
Stow, OH
O  Business
©  Sports, parties
©  Out-going, funny, 
hard working
Stephen Lett
Knoxville, TN 
©  Music, Philosophy
Steven Motil
Clinton, OH
©  Psychology
©  Sports, video games. 
Rock N ’ Roll
©  Quiet, determined, 
helpful
■in—*! ■
I ___ *
Stephen Poprocki
Amherst, OH
©  Math, Physics
©  Japanese, guitar, 
programming,
©  Persistent, discreet, 
analytic
Steven Frankland
Coshocton, OH
©  Psychology, 
Religious Studies
0  Music, tennis
Stephen Kassimer
Fairchance, PA
©  Education, 
Broadcast 
Communications
©  Music, sports
©  Out-going, fun, 
entertaining
Steven Schuerger
Lakewood, OH
©  Theatre, Math, 
Psychology
©  Music, Theatre, 
games, Pool, 
bowling, table tennis
©  “Cowboy Bebop’s” 
Spike
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Steven Schott
Mount Vernon, OH
O Political Science, 
Economics, 
Education
I Sports, Christian 
Minitries, politics
Taz Morgan
Naperville, IL
O English, journalism, 
art
©  Film, indie rock, 
reading, social 
activism, walking
0 Loyal, offbeat, 
introvert
Stewart Campbell
TX
Psychology, English, 
Religion, Music, 
Journalism
e  Music, writing, 
sports, running, 
literary magazine 
staff
0 Outgoing,
determined, energetic
Teresa Stamplis
Johnstown, PA
O  Biology
0 Running, sports, 
health nutrition, 
reading, animals
©  Independent, 
determined, moral
Tara Thompson
Elida, OH 
O  History
o Band, vocal music, 
theatre
O  80’s, hogwarts, 
Moulin-Rouge
Thomas Bennett
Athens, OH 
0 Bio-chemistry 
©  Running
Taylor McKay
Westlake, OH
O  Undecided, Biology, 
Psychology
0 Art, video games
0 Vocular, thoughtful, 
balanced
Tim Bowersox
Sidney, OH
O  History
©  Outspoken, easy­
going, witty
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Tim Vandervaart
North Canton, OH
O Business Economics
©  Sports, music
©  Athletic, helpfiil, 
polite
Tim Presto
Wadsworth, OH
©  Mechanical 
Engineering
©  Sports, music, 
writing
©  Competitive, active, 
athletic
Tim Lehmann
Granville, OH
©  Fine art. Botany, 
Anthropology, 
Sociology
©  Outdoors, drawing, 
reading
©  Observant, 
appreciative, self- 
reliant
Tina Swartzendruber
Indianapolis, IN
©  Spanish, Math, 
Cultural Studies, 
Sports Nutrition
0  Weightlifting, 
dance, music, 
theatre
©  Straightforward, 
funny, energy
Tomas Gold
Decatu, GA 
O  Religion 
©  Music
©  Creative, unique, 
introverted
Travis Robertson
Norton, OH 
©  Science
0  Football, wrestling
0  Athletic, friendly, 
studious
Tyler Moore
Rochester, NY
©  Political Science, 
History, Biology
©  Drums, Frisbee, 
cross country, track
©  Laid-back, creative
Tyler Malmstrom
Madison, NJ
©  Undecided
©  Music, athletics
©  Friendly, easy­
going, open-minded
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Victoria
Sombuttaveekoon
Wooster, OH
O Music Education
©  Band, choir, drama, 
tennis
©  Out-going, musical, 
silly
Yukie Sato
Kawasaki, Kanagaw,
Japan
O Communications, 
Biology
©  Playing Instruments, 
reading books, 
volunteering
©  Trying hard, easy 
going, smile
Will Morrison
Delaware, OH  
© M ath
©  Tennis, Baseball 
©  Proud beagle owner
William Stevens
Pickerington, OH 
©  Pre-law 
©  Computers, sports 
©  Outgoing, tall, fun
Zachary Patterson
Worthington, OH
©  Computer Science
©  Music, running, 
computers
©  Easy-going, messy
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Not Pictured
Andy Horst
Wooster, OH
O Geology, physics
©  Music, guitar
0  Adventurous, kind, 
sense-of humor
Charles Lockhart
Richmond, VA 
O Math, science, medicine 
©  Lacrosse, golf, music
Christopher Lee
Vienna, WV 
O  English, music 
©  Rowing, books, jazz 
©  Intellectual, musical, fun
Donny Roberts
Upper Arlington, OH
O  Math, chemistry, 
engineering
©  Sports
©  Funny, social, athletic
Edward Rezny
Parma Heights, OH
O  Education, Business
©  Golf, tennis, bowling, 
music
Eileen Galligan
Raleigh, NC  
O  Undecided 
©  Sports, service, arts
Gregory Wobst
Leverett, MA
©  Art History, History, 
Russian Studies
©  Ultimate Frisbee, soccer, 
a cappella music, fiddle 
music
©  Energetic, athletic, 
social
Hisham Hissan
Winchester, MA
©  Psychology, Russian
©  Music, sports
©  Nice, friendly, loyal
Jackie Arcy
Columbus, OH
©  English, history, 
political sciences
©  Music, feminism, 
reading, film
©  Creative, independent, 
activist
Kate Duffus
Granville, OH
O Anthropology
0 Costuming, theatre, 
history, music, friends
0 Capable, curious, 
comfortable
Kathryn Allen
Akron, OH
O  English Literature, 
philosophy
0 Running, choir
0 Out-going, intense, loyal
Kelly Fredrickson
Alexandria, VA
O  Psychology
0 Music, computer, 
watching sports
0 Loud, spontaneous, 
independent
Kevin Sprago
Collins, OH
0 Biochemistry
©  Football
Kirsten Jaeqersen
Avon, OH
O  Chemistry
0 Singing, reading, tennis, 
animals
©  Funny, energetic, SWF
Leah Thompson
Winchester, VA
0 Undecided, 
Anthropology, 
Archaeology
0 Soccer, Dave Matthews 
Band, movies
©  Fun, laidback, caring
Leslie Prince
Granville, OH
0 Biology, Chemistry, 
Pre-med
0 Funny, easy-going, 
determined
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Not Pictured
M. Vafa Barissi
Grand Rapids, MI
O  Business
©  Football
©  Responsible, 
compassionate, 
dependable
Patrick Midgiey
Walnut Creek, CA
©  English, history, 
political sciences
©  Sailing, rugby, kind
©  Funny, friendly, kind
Pritesh Karia
Dar-es-salaam, Tanzania 
©  Biochemistry 
o  Music, tennis 
©  Shy, fun, understanding
Rachel Fisher
Lakewood, OH
O English, Classics
©  Music, drama, dance
©  Procrastinator, 
ridiculous, studious
Shachee Doshi
Calcutta, India
©  Everything, undecided
0  Dance, reading, 
swimming
©  Curious, active, careless
Steven Kennedy
Cincinnati, OH
©  Music
Performance/Education
©  Basketball, singing, 
video games
©  Extrovert, intellectual, 
talented
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Selected Quotes from the Class of 2007
Inspirational Quotes:
1. Life is not made of the breaths we take, but of the moments that take 
our breath away.
2. The opposite of War isn’t Peace; it’s Creation. -  Jonathan Larson
3. Listening can do far more than speaking.
4. Man cannot change the direction of the wind, but he can adjust his 
sails. -  Jimmy Dean
5. Donde una puerta se ciema, otra se abre. (Where a door closes, 
another opens.)
6. You cannot discover new oceans unless you have the courage to lose 
sight of the shore. -  Unknown
7. Cogito ergo sum. (I think therefore I am.) -  Rene Descartes
8. The soul is often times a battlefield upon which reason and account­
ability wage war against passion and appetite.
9. Those who think they know everything know nothing. Those who 
think they know nothing have stopped thinking.
10. Everyone believes, some believe their beliefs, others believe their 
doubts.
11. Every new beginning, starts from some other beginnings end.
-  Semisonic
12. Life is for living, make every second count.
13. Dance as though no one is watching, love as you have never been 
hurt, sing as though no one is listening, and live as though you will 
die tomorrow. -  Souza
14. Don’t go where the path may lead, go instead to where there is no 
path and leave a trail. -  Ralph Waldo Emerson
15. Be yourself. Who else is better qualified?
16. Lose your fear of failure and you will find your freedom to succeed.
17. Character consists of what you do on the third and fourth tries.
-  James Mitchler
HIGH - larious Quotes
1. No one can resist the Chocolate Chip. -  Chip Nielson
2. If at first you don’t succeed, skydiving is not for you.
3. It is easier for a camel to fit through the eye of a needle if it is slightly 
greased.
4. Never play leapfrog with a Unicom.
5. I wonder how deep the ocean would be without any sponges?
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